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(54) Form-fill-and-seal machine

(57) In a horizontal fbrm-fill-and-seaf (FFS)

machine, a continuous length of packaging film (12) is

folded lengthwise over the consumer products to be

packaged. The lateral edges (34, 36) of the packaging

film (12) are separately and independently aligned with

one another by edge sensing and control devices. A zip-

per (38) is in place or fed between the aligned lateral

edges (34, 36) of the packaging film (12). The lateral

edges (34, 36) are sealed to one another, and the zipper

(38), if unattached, is sealed to the folded packaging

film (12). Side seals are produced by conventional

means (65), which also separate completed packages

from one another. Means (102, 104, 112) for driving the

packaging film (12) though the machine in a balanced

and symmetrical manner are also provided.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to reclosable

plastic bags of the type in which perishable food prod-

ucts and other goods are packaged for sale to consum-

ers in retail outlets. More specifically, the present

invention relates to reclosable plastic bags which are

concurrently manufactured and filled with a consumer

product on a horizontal form-till-and-seal (FFS)

machine, wherein a plastic interlocking zipper for each

bag is disposed longitudinally relative to the direction of

motion of the thermoplastic sheet material used to form

the reclosable bags on the FFS machine.

[0002] The present invention relates to improve-

ments in the package-making art and may be practiced

in the manufacture of thermoplastic bags and packages

of the kind that may be used for various consumer prod-

ucts, but which are particularly useful for food products

which must be kept in moisture- and air-tight packages,

free from leakage until initially opened for access to the

product contents, which packages are then reclosable

by zipper means to protect any remainder of the product

therein.

[0003] The indicated art is fairly well-developed, but

nevertheless remains open to improvements contribut-

ing to increased efficiency and cost effectiveness.

[0004] The present invention relates more particu-

larly to the production of reclosable plastic bags which

are concurrently manufactured and filled with a con-

sumer product on a horizontal FFS machine. In this

regard, U.S.-A-4,589,145 shows a method of and appa-

ratus for packaging a block-shaped product, such as

cheese, into a wrapped envelope package, with mate-

rial especially adapted for said packaging, wherein a

bottom face of the product article is engaged on a panel

area of the wrapper sheet, which sheet has extended

portions that are wrapped about the article and sealed

across the top face of the article, one of the portions of

the wrapper sheet has a reclosable zipper and a web
portion alongside the zipper which is adapted to be sev-

ered or ruptured to provide a mouth opening for access

to the article within the package, the mouth opening

being reclosable by the enclosed zipper. The zipper

may be provided with structure to prevent its being

pulled open during the wrapping and sealing of the

wrapper about the article. The web portion may have

guidance-for severing or rupturing the same when
access into the package is desired.

[0005] In U.S.-A-4,876,842, another method of and

apparatus for packaging product masses in an FFS
machine, wherein a continuous length of packaging film

is joined in running relation by a continuous length of

separately formed plastic reclosable fastener assembly

having interlock profile strips spot-sealed together at

package-length intervals, are shown. The co-running

fastener strip assembly and the packaging film are ori-

ented so that the spot seals of the strip are located in

alignment with the spaces between the product masses

on the film to ensure that the fasten r strip assembly will

be cross-sealed at the spot seals when the film is cross

sealed between the product masses to provide individ-

ual packages. The orienting may be effected by an

s indexing arrangement including sensor response to

index marks on the film and the fastener assembly.

[0006] The present invention relates to a horizontal

form-filland-seal (FFS) machine for packaging con-

sumer products, and more specifically to means for and

10 a method of driving the packaging material through the

FFS machine in a balanced and symmetrical fashion.

[0007] A horizontal FFS machine in accordance

with the present invention comprises means, such as a

supply roll, for providing a continuous length of packag-

15 ing film having two lateral edges for use in packaging

the products, and means for placing the consumer prod-

ucts to be packaged at intervals along one half of the

continuous length of packaging film.

[0008] The horizontal FFS machine also includes

20 means for folding the continuous length of packaging

film continuously down the center thereof and over upon

the consumer products, and means for aligning the lat-

eral edges of the folded continuous length of packaging

film with one another. Means for feeding a zipper

25 between the aligned lateral edges of the packaging film

are also included. A zipper sealing section includes

means for sealing the aligned lateral edges of the con-

tinuous length of packaging film to one another, and

means for sealing the zipper within the folded packaging

30 film.

[0009] Means for sealing the folded packaging film

at intervals between the consumer products to create

individual packages, and for separating the individual

packages from one another, are also a part of the

35 machine.

[0010] In a package produced on a horizontal FFS
machine in accordance with the present invention, the

lateral edges of the packaging film are sealed together

to form a package with a seal at one side thereof and

40 the various sealing and cutting devices act only at that

one side as the packaging film is driven through the

machine. This could be problematic, however, in that the

forces acting on the packaging film are unbalanced and

the packaging film thus has a tendency to move laterally

45 in an uncontrolled manner.

[001 1 ] This is not a problem in typical prior art hori-

zontal FFS machines, since a fin seal is placed gener-

ally in the middle of the package, which fin seal provides

a symmetrical means for driving the packaging film

so through the machine. Because the fin seal is centrally

located, the forces which act on the packaging film are

balanced, and thus there is no lateral movement of the

packaging material.

[0012] The present invention thus relates particu-

55 larly to a means for and method of driving the packaging

film through the horizontal FFS machine in a balanced

and symmetrical fashion wherein the packages are

sealed at a lat ral edge, as opposed to the center

2
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thereof.

[0013] In a first embodiment, two pairs of heated

drive rollers are provided on either side of the packaging

film, which rollers seal the packages at opposite sides

thereof and drive the packaging film through the s

machine. In a second embodiment, a pair of drive rollers

are provided on either side of the packaging film directly

following the sealing of the zipper and film. In a third

embodiment, a series of drive rollers are provided in a

conveyor to provide for symmetrical and positive driving.

In a fourth embodiment, the zipper is pre-applied to the

package material and a series of drive rollers are pro-

vided in a conveyor to provide for symmetrical and pos-

itive driving.

[0014] The present invention will now be described

in more complete detail with frequent reference being

made to the accompanying drawings; in which:

Figure 1 is a top schematic plan view of the horizon-

tal FFS machine of the present invention;

Figure 2 is a side schematic plan view of the

machine;

Figure 3 is a front view of a steerable guide wheel of

the horizontal FFS machine;

Figure 4 is a side view of the wheel;

Figure 5 is a cross-sectional view taken as indi-

cated by line 5-5 in Figure 1 ; and

Figure 6 is a cross-sectional view taken as indi-

cated by line 6-6 in Figure 5;

Figure 7 is a perspective view of a first modification

to the horizontal FFS machine of the present inven-

tion which provides for symmetrical driving;

Figure 8 is a perspective view of a second modifica-

tion to the horizontal FFS machine of the present

invention which provides for symmetrical driving;

Figure 9 is a perspective view of a third modification

to the horizontal FFS machine of the present inven-

tion which provides for symmetrical driving; and

Figure 10 is a perspective view of a fourth modifica-

tion to the horizontal FFS machine of the present

invention which provides for symmetrical driving.

[0015] Referring to Figures 1 and 2, which are top

and side schematic plan views, respectively, of a hori-

zontal FFS machine 10, a continuous length of packag-

ing film 12, which may comprise polyethylene, is

dispensed from a supply roll 14 downward under a

guide roll 16 and upward toward a fold-forming member

18.

[0016] The fold-forming member 18 includes a first

fold-forming edge 20, which is in a direction transverse

to the running direction of the packaging film 12, and a

second fold-forming edge 22, which makes an oblique

angle, 8, between 15° and 30* with respect the direction

of the first fold-forming edge 20. Angle 8 is between 150

and 300 to properly control the lateral movement of the

film 12 and to minimize the length of the machine 10.

The apex 24 formed where the first fold-forming edge 20

meets the second fold-forming edge 22 coincides, more

or less, with the center of the packaging film 12, which

is continuously folded lengthwise down the middle by

the horizontal FFS machine 10. Passage of the packag-

ing film 12 over the apex 24 begins the folding process.

[0017] Disposed on the fold-forming member 18 in

a direction perpendicular thereto is a wedge-shaped

member 26. The wedge shaped member 26 essentially

raises the portion 28 of the packaging film 12 being

folded over upward relative to the portion 30 lying flat on

the horizontal FFS machine 10. This is done so that a

consumer product to be packaged may be placed on the

portion 30 on or near the fold-forming member 18, and

eventually be covered by the portion 28 being folded

over.

[0018] A folding guide 32 is disposed downstream

from the fold forming member 18 and at an oblique

angle relative to the running direction of the packaging

film 12. The folding guide 32 continuously folds portion

28 of the packaging film 1 2 over onto portion 30, so that,

ultimately, the two lateral edges 34,36 of the packaging

film 12 may align with one another, and the packaging

film 12 itself may be C-folded continuously in a length-

wise direction.

[001 9] A zipper 38, comprising a male zipper profile

interlocked with a female zipper profile and of a variety

well known to those of ordinary skill in the art, is contin-

uously fed and guided between the two overlapped lat-

eral edges 34,36 of the packaging film 12 from a supply

reel 40.

[0020] Downstream from the point where the two

lateral edges 34,36 first overlap one another, are two

edge sensing and control devices. In a preferred

embodiment, each edge sensing and control device

comprises a photo cell 42 and a steerable guide wheel

44, one edge sensing and control device being provided

each of the two lateral edges 34,36. The photo cells 42

accurately sense the locations of the two lateral edges

34,36, and, if there is any departure from the desired

location of either of the two lateral edges, signal their

respective steerable guide wheels 44 to correct the

location.

[0021] Figures 3 and 4 are front and side views,

respectively, of a steerable guide wheel 44. Wheel 44

rotates about a horizontal axis 46, as packaging film 12,

clamped between tire 48 and surface 50, moves down-

stream on th horizontal FFS machine 10. When either

of photo cells 42 senses a discrepancy in the desired

location of one of the two lateral edges 34,36, cylinder
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52, acting upon arm 54, turns the wheel 44 about a ver-

tical axis to move the lateral edge 34,36 in question

toward or away from upright member 58.

[0022] Downstream from the two edge sensing and

control devices are an upper sealing assembly 60 and a 5

lower sealing assembly 62. Both of the upper and lower

sealing assemblies 60,62, as shown in Figures 5 and 6,

include an edge sealing section and a zipper sealing

section aligned in parallel with one another. The sealing

sections may be of the type typically used in the prior w
art. For example, edge sealing sections 64,66 may

include stationary heating bars 68,70 surrounded by

belts 72,74, respectively, of Kapton- or Teflon-coated

material running with the film 12 passing through the

edge sealing sections 64,66 to prevent the film from 75

sticking to the stationary heating bars 68,70. Likewise,

zipper sealing sections 80,82 may include stationary

heating bars 84,86 surrounded by belts 88,90, respec-

tively.

[0023] The upper and lower sealing assemblies 20

60,62 may also be provided with a suitable stationary

device 92 to accurately guide and position the zipper 38

between the upper and lower zipper sealing sections

80,82.

[0024] Finally, further downstream from the upper 25

sealing assembly 60 and the lower sealing assembly 62

on the horizontal FFS machine 10 are upper and lower

cross seal and cut-off jaws 65,67 which separate one

package from the next in the usual manner.

[0025] As is clear from Figure 1, the various ele- 30

ments of the horizontal FFS machine act only at one

side of the film 12. There is thus a force imbalance as

the film 12 advances through the machine, possibly

resulting in uncontrolled lateral movement of the film 12.

Although the edge sensing and control devices com- 35

pensate for slight lateral movement of the film edges,

they will generally be insufficient to compensate for any

large instabilities which may arise during operation of

the machine. Thus, it may be desirable to modify the

horizontal FFS machine of Figure 1 so as to eliminate 40

this inherent balance.

[0026] One possible modification is shown in Figure

7. Unlike in the embodiment of Figure 1, the zipper

sealer 100 is located upstream of the edge sealer 102.

The edge sealer 102 is in the form of a pair of heated 45

drive rollers. A second pair of heated drive rollers 104 is

provided directly opposite the first pair of heated drive

rollers. B6th-pairs of rollers are driven by a servomotor

106 and together these rollers drive the film 12 through

the machine in a balanced and symmetrical manner. A 50

pair of steering rollers 108 may also be provided to com-

pensate for any slight lateral movement of the film. The

first pair of heated rollers 102 also seals the lateral

edges of the package together, and the second pair of

heated rollers 1 04 seals the film together at crease 1 09. ss

In this manner both sides of the package are balanced

and symmetrical driving is ensured.

[0027] A second possible modification is shown in

Figure 8. The zipper sealer 100 is in parallel with the

edge sealer 102. A pair of drive rollers 110 which are

driven by a servomotor 106 drives the film 12 through

th machine and also powers a drive roller conv yor

1 12 comprised of a series of drive rollers 114. The con-

veyor 1 1 2 ensures that the driving is done in a symmet-

rical manner by assisting in the driving of the film 1 2 and

by eliminating lateral movement of the film.

[0028] A third modification is shown in Figure 9 and

is for the situation where the zipper 38 is pre-applied to

the film 12. Packaging film with one-half of an inter-

locked zipper pre-applied to opposite lateral edges

thereof is well known in the packaging industry and may

be purchased from various suppliers. After the film 12 is

folded a pair of zipper closing rolls 116 close the zipper

as heated drive rollers 118 driven by servomotor 106

drive the film 12 through the machine and seal the lat-

eral edges of the film 1 2 together. As in the embodiment

of Figure 8, the conveyor 112 ensures that the film is

driven in a symmetrical and balanced manner.

[0029] A fourth modification is shown in Figure 10.

As in Figure 1, the zipper sealer 100 and the edge

sealer 102 are in parallel. Two pairs of drive rollers 120,

122 driven by a servomotor 106 drive the film through

the machine. A zipper guide 124 is provided for addi-

tional balance and symmetry. A pair of heated rollers

126 are also provided which seals the film at crease

109, thus balancing both sides of the package. A pair of

steering rollers 128 may also provided to compensate

for any slight lateral movement of the film 12.

[0030] Any of the foregoing modifications to the hor-

izontal FFS machine of Figure 1 will provide balanced

and symmetrical driving and improve the overall the

operation of the machine.

Claims

1. A horizontal form-fill-and seal (FFS) machine com-

prising:

means for providing a continuous length of

packaging film having two lateral edges;

means for placing products to be packaged at

intervals along one half of said continuous

length of packaging film;

means for folding said continuous length of

packaging film continuously down the center

thereof and over upon said products to form a

first folded side and a second folded side inter-

connected by a folded section;

means for aligning said lateral edges of said

folded continuous length of packaging film with

one another opposite said folded section;

means for feeding a zipper between said

aligned lateral edges of said folded continuous

length of packaging film;

means for driving said aligned lateral edges

and said folded section;

4
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2.

3.

means for sealing said aligned lateral edges of

said folded continuous length of packaging film

to one another;

means for sealing said zipper to said folded

continuous length of packaging film; s

m ans for sealing said folded continuous

length of packaging film crosswise at intervals

between said products to create individual

packages; and,

means for separating said individual packages 10

from one another.

A horizontal FFS machine as claimed in claim 1

wherein said means for driving further comprises a

zipper guide for guiding said zipper after said zipper

is sealed to said film.

5.

A horizontal FFS machine as claimed in claim 1 or

2, wherein said means for driving comprises:

a first pair of drive rollers for driving said folded

film through said machine by said aligned lat-

eral edges; and

a second pair of drive rollers for driving said

folded film through said machine by said folded

section.

A horizontal FFS machine as claimed in claim 3,

wherein said first pair of drive rollers are heated and

seal said aligned film lateral edges together; and

wherein said second pair of drive rollers are heated

and seal said film first folded side to said film sec-

ond folded side at said folded section.

A horizontal FFS machine as claimed in claim 3,

wherein said means for driving further comprises a

pair of heated rollers for sealing said film first folded

side to said film second folded side at said folded

section.

A horizontal FFS machine as claimed in any pre-

ceding claim, wherein said means for driving further

comprises a pair of steering rollers.

7. A horizontal form-fill-and seal (FFS) machine com- 45

prising:

means for providing a continuous length of

packaging film having two lateral edges, each

lateral edge having one-half of an interlockable so

zipper secured thereto;

means for placing products to be packaged at

intervals along one half of said continuous

length of packaging film;

means for folding said continuous length of ss

packaging film continuously down the center

thereof and over upon said products to form a

first folded side and a second folded side inter-

15
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connected by a folded section;

means for interlocking said zipper;

means for sealing said lateral edges of said

folded continuous length of packaging film to

one another;

means for driving said folded film by said lateral

edges and said folded section;

means for sealing said folded continuous

length of packaging film crosswise at intervals

between said products to create individual

packages; and

means for separating said individual packages

from one another.

8. A horizontal FFS machine as claimed in claim 1

1

wherein said zipper interlocking means includes a

pair of rollers.

9. A horizontal FFS machine as claimed in claim 1 , 2,

7 or 8, wherein said means for driving comprises:

a pair of drive rollers which drive said film

through said machine by said lateral edges;

and,

a conveyor located upstream of said drive roll-

ers, said conveyor comprising a plurality of roll-

ers driven by said pair of drive rollers.

10. A horizontal FFS machine as claimed in claim 9,

wherein said drive rollers are heated and seal said

lateral edges of said film together.

11. A horizontal FFS machine as claimed in claim 3, 4,

7, 9 or 1 0, wherein said pair of drive rollers is driven

by a servomotor.

12. A method of making reclosable packages on a hor-

izontal form-fill-and seal (FFS) machine comprising

the steps of:

providing a continuous length of packaging film

having two lateral edges, each lateral edge

having one-half of an interlockable zipper

secured thereto;

placing products to be packaged at intervals

along one half of said continuous length of

packaging film;

folding said continuous length of packaging film

continuously down the center thereof and over

upon said products to form a first folded side

and a second folded side interconnected by a

folded section; interlocking said zipper; sealing

said lateral edges of said folded continuous

length of packaging film to one another; driving

said folded film by said lateral edges and said

folded section; sealing said folded continuous

length of packaging film crosswise at intervals

between said products to create individual

5
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packages; and separating said individual pack-

ages from one another.

1 3. A method of making reclosable packages on a hor-

izontal FFS machine as claimed in claim 12, s

wherein said zipper is interlocked by a pair of roll-

ers.

14. A method of making reclosable packages on a hor-

izontal FFS machine as claimed in claim 12 or 13, 10

wherein said folded film is driven by:

a pair of heated drive rollers which drive said

film through said machine by said lateral

edges; and 15

a conveyor located upstream of said pair of

heated drive rollers, said conveyor comprising

a plurality of rollers driven by said pair of

heated drive rollers.

20

15. A method of making reclosable packages on a hor-

izontal FFS machine as claimed in claim 14,

wherein said lateral edges of said film are sealed

together by said pair of heated drive rollers.

25

16. A method of making reclosable packages on a hor-

izontal FFS machine as claimed in claim 14 or 15,

wherein said heated drive rollers are driven by a

servomotor.
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